COMPANY PROFIEL:
Sri Lanka Export Development Board (EDB) is the country’s apex State organization mandated to
develop & promote exports of products & services from Sri Lanka. In line with the government’s
development agenda, the EDB is geared towards promoting identified products & services to
international buyers and markets in order to make Sri Lanka the most sought after destination for global
sourcing.
Sri Lankan Products displayed at Expo Pakistan 2013
Tea
Sri Lanka is the world’s third largest tea exporter to the world and has the distinction of supplying tea to
the Olympic & Commonwealth games. The brand “Ceylon Tea” invokes sensations of quality, aroma
and a variety of flavours among discerning tea drinkers, the world over. It is a greater equalizer,
demanding attention from the counter of the smallest eatery to the most exclusive tea-bars in the world.
Ceylon tea is the cleanest tea in the world in terms of pesticide residues. Sri Lanka was also the first to
achieve the “Ozone Friendly Tea” label and is the proud owner of the first Ethical Tea Brand of the
world.
Rubber
Sri Lanka Rubber product manufactures have inculcated world class technological capabilities in the
production of all types of natural rubber. Sri Lanka is the number one exporter of solid tyres which
accounts for approximately 20% of the global market share at present.
The value added rubber products include extruded products such as rubber bands, beadings and latex
products such as medical, surgical & household gloves and industrial products like hoses, auto parts,
industrial components, tyres, tubes, automotive and aviation tyres and general rubber products such as
floor mats, carpets, sport goods, footwear, hot water bottles and relevant components.
Fruits & vegetables
Sri Lanka exports both fresh and processed fruits & vegetables varieties to many destinations of the
world. Exporters ensure that the quality of Fruits & Vegetables of Sri Lanka exceed all expectations of
buyers and products are acclaimed for their unique aroma, colour & flavour. Sri Lankan Pineapple is
famous for its unique taste. Mango, papaya, banana and a variety of vegetables are exported in
considerable quantities from Sri Lanka.
Ayurvedic /Herbal products
Ayurvedic commodities exported by Sri Lanka includes spices, essential oils that used for multitude of
purposes including bath preparation, hair care, massage, skin care, aromatherapy and cooking. Sri
Lanka also exports several varieties of medicinal plants and food supplements such as herbal tea.
Home Decor & Gift items
Sri Lanka produce and export a range of home decor & gift items, such as floral arrangements, dried
preserved material, candles, potpourris, poly-silk flowers, plants, foliage, fruits, ceramic products, textile
non garment products, rattan and bamboo products.

Automobile products
Automobile seat belt, sensor switches, airbag senor switches and sun visors are manufactured for export
under the Japanese Technology. Sri Lanka is aspiring to supply auto parts and other industrial
components to automobile manufacturers.
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